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Abstract: This article examines innovative methods of assessment, namely multi-stage adaptive measures to 

improve the efficiency of student assessment procedures and obtain immediate feedback, reliable and valid 

assessments. The main methods that were applied in this article are mathematical models and measurements 

based on IRT models. Multi-stage adaptive measurements, as one of the innovative approaches that increase the 

effectiveness of student assessment, allow for the principle of individualization, updating in education and 

receiving immediate feedback to improve the learning process and educational content. Multistage adaptive 

measurement can be applied to blended learning, massive open online courses, and e-learning. The article may 

be of interest to teaching staff and experts in developing effective methods for assessing learning outcomes. In 

this regard, an organizational structure and block diagram of a student assessment program based on the 

pyramidal method have been developed. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Currently, a vital task of vocational education is to assess students and their learning outcomes in the context of 

a changing educational landscape, as well as the need to correlate vocational education programs developed on 

the basis of state educational standards with professional standards and labor market requirements. In an age of 

rapidly evolving educational technology and the accumulation of big data, it is necessary to develop a way to 

effectively assess students and obtain reliable results with high predictive validity. 

The effectiveness of procedures for assessing learning outcomes can be achieved by choosing a method of 

combining quantitative and qualitative approaches in pedagogical measurements. This two-paradigm approach 

involves placing the results of quantitative and qualitative measurements of education on the same scale of 

levels. The application of this approach requires multi-stage measurements involving several stages, each of 

which uses measurement tools to assess knowledge, skills or competencies. Each stage of such measurements 

must correspond to a certain range of the level of the competence scale, the measuring instruments of which 

become more complex from the first to the next stage. Such multi-stage measurements are based on modern 

Item Response Theory (IRT)[1]. 

On the one hand, to obtain reliable results during the student assessment procedure, it is necessary to use a 

sufficient number of measuring instruments with stable parameters of their difficulty and ability to differentiate 

at each stage, which will lead to high accuracy of values and duration of assessment tests for each student. On 

the other hand, to ensure construct and predictive validity, assessment of learning outcomes within a 

competency-based approach requires the use of case studies, which require a significant amount of time to 

implement. Thus, it is necessary to look for opportunities to comply with the above conditions and move to 

multi-stage adaptive measurements. 
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Measurement is theoretically understood as the process of establishing correspondence between the 

characteristics being assessed and points on a scale, in which the relationship between various marks is 

expressed in numerical series of properties. The educational measurement process, which provides objective and 

comparable information, includes the measurement object (one or more hidden characteristics), measurement 

procedures, measuring instruments (tasks, test and scale for recording the measurement object marks), analysis 

and interpretation of measurement results. These components of the measurement process have their analogues 

in traditional educational control, but there these procedures are rather intuitive. In the case of educational 

measurements, each component is in the process of scientifically justifying its quality. This is especially 

important when it comes to final assessments, the results of which are used to make management decisions. In 

this case, the objects of measurement are the generated knowledge, skills and competencies, the structure and 

level of which are compared with the standards set out in the educational requirements as a result of their 

learning outcomes. 

 

Figure 1. Job distribution for 10-step measurement. 

 

The transition to educational measurements as the most reliable and valid method of obtaining information 

about learning outcomes is due to the need to increase the objectivity, accuracy and efficiency of assessment 

processes. To obtain the most accurate and unbiased results, the final assessment procedure can lead to 

unnecessary costs (time, financial, human resources), so moving to multi-stage adaptive measurements seems to 

be the best and most effective way. This minimizes measurement error, and therefore increases its accuracy and 

test duration, and maximizes the reliability of marks. 

The foundation of multistage adaptive measurement as an effective method for assessing learning outcomes 

comes from modeling approaches. The choice of strategy and development of an algorithm for providing a 

measuring instrument that acquires the effectiveness of educational measurements precedes the start of multi-

stage adaptive measurements. Thus, adaptive measurements can be classified as two-stage and multi-stage, 

according to which various strategies and algorithms are developed. 

Multi-stage measurement is an organization of measurement in which the subject moves along his own 

individual path in the process of completing sets of tasks that differ in number and complexity at each stage. The 

algorithm for selecting and presenting elements is based on the principle of feedback: after the subject selects 
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the correct answer, his next task becomes more difficult, but if the answer is incorrect, then the next element is 

easier than the previous one. Thus, adaptive multi-step measurement is based on context-sensitive algorithms, 

when the next step depends on the previous one and is carried out only after evaluating its results [2]. 

Multistage adaptive measurement strategies, in turn, are divided into fixed strategy and flexible strategy, 

depending on how the multistage adaptive measurement instruments are designed. If all students use the same 

set with a fixed position of measuring instruments on the difficulty axis, but each of them moves through the set 

depending on the results of their previous step, then the adaptive measurement strategy is deterministic-

branching[3]. Difficulty measuring instruments in a set are usually spaced equidistantly from each other or 

choose a decreasing step to match the increasing difficulty, adjusting the pace of completion for the learner. In 

this article we will describe the most common strategy associated with the fixed strategy. 

 

Pyramid method strategy. The essence of the pyramid strategy is that all students start with tasks of medium 

difficulty. If the student’s answer is correct, then he is given a task with the next degree of difficulty. If the 

student answers incorrectly, he is given a less difficult subject. The procedure is repeated until the student 

submits the required number of answers. To implement the pyramid strategy, the number of items for each 

difficulty level in the test must be determined with a predetermined number of measurement stages (this 

coincides with the number of difficulty levels) [4]. 

Figure 1 shows an example of a 10-step measurement with 55 items. At the beginning, the student is given a 

task of medium difficulty (level 5). At the second stage, he may be given a task of the 5th or 6th level. 

Obviously, at each step different tasks can be given, the level of complexity of which coincides with the number 

of the completed step. If the test has tasks of 10 levels of difficulty, then in general each test taker is given 10 

tasks out of 55 included in the test. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 2. Job distribution for 9-step measurement. 
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It  should be noted that the pyramid strategy at each difficulty level requires a certain number of tasks (Fig. 2). 

The largest number of tasks (equal to the number of difficulty levels) can be used at the secondary level. At the 

highest level, only one element is used. At adjacent levels, the number of tasks differs by 2 (with the exception 

of levels adjacent to the middle level). It can be seen that at the first level 2 tasks are required, at the second - 4, 

at the third - 6, etc. At the last level, 1 task is used, at the penultimate level - 3 tasks, etc. 

You can use a general formula to determine the number of tasks at any difficulty level. Let's assume we have 

difficulty levels. The average number of difficulty levels is defined as the number of levels divided by 2: 

obviously, if X is even, then it is equal to X/2, and to get an odd X we get (X+1)/2. At a difficulty level with a 

number less than X/2, 2i tasks are used, where i is the number of levels. For difficulty levels with numbers 

greater than X/2, the number of tasks is equal to 2(X-i)+1, where i is the number of levels, but if the difficulty 

level is equal to X/2 then, if X\2 is odd, the number of tasks is 2 (X-i)+1, and when even it is equal to 2(X-i). In 

total, the test will use X(1+X)/2 levels [5]. 

 

Table 1. Number of tasks at each level of the pyramid strategy. 

Table 1 shows the number of elements at each level and in the test as a whole for various values of the 

measurement stage number. It is clear that the pyramid strategy can only be used if a large number of tasks of 

different difficulty levels are presented. However, this corresponds to a simplified understanding of multi-stage 

adaptive measurements. 

Organizational structure of software. In the modern world, the process of learning, as well as assessing students’ 

knowledge, plays an important role, just as it did decades ago. Many highly effective approaches to this process 

have been developed in the past, but it is worth noting that most of them are outdated as we currently have a 

huge amount of information, the processing of which costs large sums of money every year. 

Multi-stage adaptive methods of knowledge assessment are designed to increase the efficiency of student 

assessment, allow for the principle of individualization, updating in education and receiving immediate feedback 

to improve the learning process.  

Multi-stage adaptive measurements can be applied in blended learning, massive open online courses and online 

learning.  
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 Figure 1. Structure of the student assessment program 

 

Figure 1 shows the principle of operation of the pyramidal method; looking at this figure we can describe our 

method. At the first stage, the program must receive data from the teacher, such as the number of difficulty 

levels, questions for each difficulty level, and answers to them. At the second stage, the program sequentially 

asks questions to the student in accordance with the pyramidal strategy, then the algorithm checks the answers 

and decides to lower or increase the level of complexity of the questions asked. At the third stage, the program 

collects the results of the passage, structures them in a convenient form for reading and analysis, and then 

transfers them to the teacher.  
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Figure 2. Flowchart of a student assessment program based on the pyramid method. 

 

At the beginning, the program receives data from the teacher, checks the data for errors and writes it in the form 

of arrays. Next comes a check for the number of questions asked, as they should be equal to the number of 

difficulty levels, then the cycle begins its work: a question is displayed if the answer received is correct and at 

the same time, this is the first question that is asked at this difficulty level, then another question is displayed 

with given level of difficulty, and if this is the second question, then the level of difficulty increases. If the 

answer received was incorrect, and at the same time, this is the first question that is asked at a given difficulty 

level, then another question from this difficulty level is displayed, and if this is the second question, then the 

difficulty level is lowered. The procedure is repeated until the student submits the required number of answers, 

then the result is displayed.  

 To test the effectiveness of this method of assessing students' knowledge, an algorithm was developed, as well 

as a program with console output. In the first part, the teacher must enter the path to the file that contains the 

questions and answers, as well as the number of difficulty levels. 

 

 
Figure 1. Example of data input from the teacher 
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 Then, at the second stage, the algorithm processes the data and displays questions in the required sequence, 

focusing on the pyramidal algorithm. 

It is worth noting that in this experiment we compiled 15 questions and made 5 levels of difficulty. Looking at 

Figure 2, we can see that the first question was asked with an average level of difficulty, so as the student 

answered correctly, the difficulty level of the question gradually increased with each step. At the third stage of 

the program, it displays the assessment result for the teacher; what data is displayed on the console can be seen 

in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 3. The result is displayed for the teacher. 

As we can see, the following information is displayed in the console: what kind of question it is, the level of 

difficulty of this question, as well as the result of the check. If the answer was correct, then “Correct” is 

displayed, if the student answered incorrectly, then “Wrong” is displayed accordingly.  

 An experiment to test the effectiveness of the pyramidal assessment method was conducted on a group of 10 

students. The subject for which the assessment will be carried out was chosen as the subject “Computer 

Networks”; there were a total of 5 levels of difficulty and 15 questions. We can see the result of the comparison 

with the conventional evaluation method and the pyramidal one in Figure 4 in the form of a diagram; then we 

will dwell on the advantages of the pyramidal method discovered during the experiment. 

 

Figure 4. Comparison of percentages between conventional and pyramidal scoring methods. 

 

 

Let's present in the form of a table the results of each student: 
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 Conventional evaluation method Pyramid grading method 

1 student  52% 62% 

2 student 63% 72% 

3 student 75% 86% 

4 student 92% 97% 

5 student  67% 80% 

6 student 81% 89% 

7 student 70% 77% 

8 student 59% 65% 

9 student 60% 68% 

10 student 77% 83% 

 

Based on this table, we can calculate the average using the usual evaluation method, it is equal to 69.6%. It is 

worth considering that students had to answer all 15 questions. If we calculate the average for the pyramidal 

assessment method, it will be equal to 77.9%, while students only had to answer 5 questions with different 

levels of difficulty. Now having the average indicators of the two evaluation methods, we can also determine the 

effectiveness of the pyramidal method relative to the usual one, it is equal to 8.3%.  

 

2. Conclusion 

 

In conclusion of this article, we can say that in the context of expanding the range of educational programs and 

developing new forms of education, the procedure for assessing students and learning outcomes should be 

carried out in an immediate and highly effective manner. It is argued that multi-stage adaptive measurements 

lead to increased efficiency of student assessment procedures through the use of IRT models (in particular, the 

two-parameter model), creating a situation of success for each student by selecting tasks appropriate to his level 

of preparation, and implementing the principle of individualization. In this article, we described the basic 

principles on which the program relies when assessing knowledge using the pyramid method. This method aims 

to reduce the time spent creating a test, as well as taking it. Creating the opportunity for each student to 

successfully pass knowledge assessment tests by selecting tasks that correspond to his level of preparation and 

implementing the principle of individualization. 
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